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ABSTRACT

It is shovn hov diLiens Lonal reduction of a (t+N )—dimensional theory

can lead to an effective four-dimensional, broken-symmetry theory of gravity,

whose Lagrangian density is of the form oC ~ — tf-(|î'R + ̂  j. dr - V($}, where
<: c: if.

R is the Ricci scalar, the field $ is the inverse of the radius function

of the internal space, and the potential contains both a classical

contribution and a Caslmir energy — pA' <b*. For small 41 , the Casimir energy

dominates, and quantum corrections automatically generate a Coleman-Weinberg
1 I" ° '' 1 -^

potential V(^) = r- A<f>' £.n( ̂ ~ /\i") - -—i + A. A geriE.raiizeri Rubakov-Shrrposhnlkov

ansatz i s made in the (1(+M)-dimensional metric, by means of which the vacuum

energy density can be made sufficiently smalJ for compatibility with the

I t turns out

cosmological microwave background radiation^ for a given X

that & = C2/3(N+l)(H-3)", Cosmological inflation can be realized, provided

that If > 13. But the Brans-Dicke parameter is u = [h€)~ , and a >_ 500

means that N^>, liO.

.V:A' ri • i:-"!.'.1 ' .. ,• iverbu pn^io."..::.! indcpi'ideiiL^y by I.iride [\\ vrA

.'".J.̂ r̂ .clLL o.::'/. .'i ̂ u i nlri r:jT. ^^:] ippeurs c.^pribJ-O, in pri . n c i p l ^ , o f s o l v i n g a numlx--.-

01" outstanding cusmological problems, associated with the hori?,on, the flat-

ness and t,he abundance of magnetic monopoles, and at the same time explaining

the origin JF galaxies. The subject, has recently been reviewed at length In

[3,M where some of the remaining dif f i c-ul.tiea with the Idea are discussed,

together with the developments to which they have led.

Within the standard SU(5) grand unified model, a serious problem

is that the density fluctuations produced are much too large. For the

Coleman-Weinberg potential [5], fluctuations are predicted to have the scale-

free Harrisori-asldovich sp e c t r l™ [6] to good approximation, but the required

amplitude [7] <5p/p_< 3 x 10 is only obtainable for an extremely small

coupling parameter \< 10~ [6],

Such a small value of \ occurs naturally In supersymmetric theories,

because of cancellations in the contributions from bosons and from ferraions

which determine A in a gauge theory. Globally superaymmetric inflationary

models were first constructed by Ellis et al. [9], but they do not reheat

satisfactorily at the end of inflation [10]. It appears that this difficulty

can be overcome by going to (if = l) supergravity models [ll], and the no-scale

models [is] also solve the gravitino problem [13].

An alternative approach by Steinhardt [lh] and Albrecbt et al . [10,15]

is 7,0 use the reverse-hierarchy supersvnc.etric models [16] "based on the

geometrical hierarchy sodel of Dimopoulos and Baby [if]- Here toereheutlng is

a problem, but it is claimed [lo] that correction terns In the potential duo

zo iocai cupsrsymmetry can produce a steep well near the absolute minimum,

which is v;;ai if; neede.;. And we mention also the chaotic inflationary

cosmology of Linde [19J, which can be implemented in the context of super-

gravity [20].

A common feature of these theories is the occurrence of a singlet

scalar field, sometimes called the inflaton field. (indeed, a separate

inflaton sector can, perhaps rather art if icial ly, be grafted Onto the

standard SU(5) grand unified model,in such a way as to give satisfactory

Inflation [21].) Wow, some broken symmetry theories of gravity also

contain a singlet scalar field, tji , the usual Hilbert Lagrangian being

replaced by one of the form [22,33]
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Here, R J.j ,:ic Rieoi j.-j-.-.iar, a Tir ' -^ .on ilenotfi:-. ;- oovurlant derivative, and. latin

space-time indices rum from 0 to 3. The gravitational constant is generated

as the vacuum expectation value

(2)

These theories are of the scalar-tensor type [2k], with the parameter

£ related to the Brans-Dicke parameter CO by u = (U£)~ , and hence they

must satisfy the observational constraint [25]

£ £ SxlO4. (3)

The possibility of obtaining a successful inflationary model with such

a theory has been studied recently [26] inthe.context of a kind of chaotic

inflation [19], taking a Coleman-Weinberg potential [5]

It was found that inflation could continue for long enough to solve the

horizon problem if

€ £ 4x10 ? (

which is obviously permitted by the stronger inequality (3), and that the

constraint [27] on the anisotropy of the cosmologieal murovave "background

radiation would not be violated provided that

\& 3*ld (6)

A discussion of this possibility has also been given by Accetta, Zoller and

Turner [28] for the potential V(<t>) = -g- A($ - $ ) \ They list upper limits

on £ and A , which a successful (ordinary or chaotic) inflationary model

must satisfy, together with maximum reheating temperatures. In their model,

too, the constraint (3) upon £ Is generally the stronger, and values of X

are always very small, .3 x 10 ^ \ <. XQ~% if we fix ffi/p/v] x 10~ , so
_2

that their parameter 8-v3 x 10 ..Haximum reheating temperatures are then

mostly In the range 10 1 1 GeV <_ T < 10 1 3 GeV.

Tlii parpuLie of xhe present ptijor is to show how the effective

Lagrangian (l) arises automatically as a result of dimensional reduction,

starting from a theory in (D+Ii)-dtinensions, with D = h space-time dimensions

and II extra dimensions forming a compact internal space, whose length

scale is <p ,

The parameter £ and the potential V(tt) depend upon H, and the

inequalities (3) and (5) translate into the inequalities N > ho and H >_13,

respectively. The need to have a large number of extra dimensions in order

for inflation towrk in Kaluaa-Klein type theories was first pointed out by

Sahdev [29]. (See also [30].)

We make use of a generalization of the ansatz of Rubakov and

Shaposhnikov [31], which provides an extra degree of freedom. This freedom

was originally introduced in an attempt to explain why the cosmological

constant today Is essentially vanishing. Since an arbitrary A appears in

the D-dlmensional space-time components of the original (D+N)-dimensional

Einstein equations, which contain a fixed A .

How the value A . = 0 might then be favoured was left as an open

question in [31]. Since that work appeared, there has been the suggestion

by Hawking [32] and by Baum [33] that whenever A is freely variable, then

the path-integral mechanism automatically selects a space-time with vanishing

cosroological constant,this being overwhelmingly the most probable of all

de Sitter or anti- de Sitter space-times. Baum considered an arbitrary A

arising from some scalar field theory with potential V(<(0 , and showed that
1 * It

the mechanism also worked if the theory included a kinetic term — b.-jS1'

Then, the most probable configuration corresponds to a value of <t> which is

not in general a solution to the classical field equation, 5S/fi$ ̂ 0 , although

one assumes that the metric g,. is a solution of the classical Einstein

equations, since the contribution from this g is expected to dominate

In the path Integral [3^].

Further, it has been shown [35] that the idea also works for a theory

described by the Lagrangian (l). But now the fields $ and g.. are on the

same footing, and self-consistency demands that we have both 5S/sg = 0 and

53/54. = 0. Conventionally, one says that the classical solution for if, can

always be sustained by addition of an external current, J, by. including a

term J $ In ̂ f, but In the present context, the meaning of 'external1 is

unclear, and this term Is better omitted.
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Actually, we shall find that whilst the equation of motion 65/641 = 0

in our theory is independent of the renormalization point \± ̂  the potential

is not. Therefore, we shall assume, as in [26], that the renormalization

It is possible to integrate over the internal space, provided that

point is such as to make A Ĉi ) = 0 for the classical solution <5S/Sij>| ,_, = 0.

Note that these considerations necessarily apply at zero temperature.

At any finite temperature, X will contain a term p = IT AT /90, in units

such that c = -ft" = k = 1, where A £,£00 is the timber of relativistic fields.

One will only have a de Sitter or anti-de Sitter space-time if

|A s-r\
 >>r V AT /90, and so the mechanism of [32,33] will only work up to an

— 2 k 14
uncertainty AA *s TT AT /90 > SO T . It is known from observations, however,

that A -,„ < (p ,+ ). , , which means an equivalent maximum temperatureel 1 ̂ ^ matter today
so small as to be essentially vanishing.

Let us consider the (D+N)-dimensional action

(T)

R is the (D+K)-dimensional Ricci scalar, G is the coupling constant, /I

is a cosmological constant and g is the determinant of the (D+N)—dimensional

metric, which we write as

0

O

\

)

(8)

where "ĝ  (x ) is related to the metric of space-time, g describes the

internal space, with greek suffices running from ^D+l) to (D+H)J and the

functions c(x ) and x(^ ) ar'J to lie detennined from the theory. This is a

modification of the Ruhaiov-Shaposhnifcov ansatz proper,for which X = 1 [31].

Substituting expressv-n (8) back into the action (7)> we obtain

a
(9)

*) A denotes the energy density corresponding to the geometrical quantity A.

-5-

and do)
Oil

We assume that both these conditions are satisfied, so that (9) can be

converted into the reduced action

(ID

where the constants G, fe and K are defined by

r , r ,N r r (D-2V2

and

k =

v
T D/2

At this point, i t is conventional in Kaluza-Klein theories to make

a conformal transformation of the space^timemetric g = £1 (x )g. , and to

choose 0 so that the coefficient of S is a constant, thus ensuring that

the energy-momentum tensor of the matter, represented bjr all other terms in

the Lagrangian, is conserved. This is done by Shafi and Wetterich [36], for

example, who have also discussed inflation in Kaluza-Klein theories, in-

cluding the effects of terms quadratic in H .

But the scalar field x cannot be eliminated from the theory; one

is always dealing with a scalar-tensor theory of some kind. Furthermore,

i t is known that theories described by a Lagrangian of the type

-6-



(13)

yield a matter energy-momentum tensor T = £&}£ /5g J that is conserved
ij mat

identically provided that V does not interact with the matter and does not

depend upon temperature. (This is proved explicitly by Zee, in the first

reference of [23].) Hence, an alternative conformal rescaling, in which

the effective Lagrangian function (ll) is reduced to the form (13) leads to

a viable physical theory (even at finite temperature, under certain

conditions [37]).
The field $ has canonical dimensions (length)" , and hence the

2 -1
most natural identification vould seem to be 4> = x • Choosing ft in
accordance with this prescription, we derive the new reduced action

(18)

where the classical potential V ($) is given by

(15)

in which we have set a' = (D+2H-2)/(D+H-2) and the constant B' is arbitrary,

ultimately because the space g must be independent of x . (In [31],
ftp

an arbitrary JL takes the place of B1.)

Finally, in order to have a Lagrangian in the form (13), we set the

coefficient of the kinetic term equal to -= . Specializing to the case D = It,

and setting ibitG - 6 , we obtain the action

(16)

where

and

(17)

with

(19)

Usually; the action (l6) is freely invented, with arbitrary V (ij>), but here

a precise meaning attaches to the field $

Hotice that both a and B are now arbitrary, apart from a question

of sign, as a consequence of our making the ansatz (S), and that £ is only

positive for H > 3. (When H = 1, we have a conformally coupled scalar field,

with €•=-•?• Inclusion of off-diagonal terms in the metric g ^ wouia in

this case lead to an electromagnetic contribution *\.r to J[ , without any

multiplicative factor of $ , so that light rays rigorously follow null

geodesies of the metric g... and there is no dispersion. This seems to us
i J

an argument in favour of the identification of g with the physical metric
ij

of the four space.) The constraints (3) and (5) both require the number of

internal dimensions to be quite large, H >> 3, so that 6 > 0, which is

necessary for stability, when <fi is dynamical. The stronger constraint (3)

translates into the condition

N> 1*0 ; (20)

the weaker constraint (5) gives H > 13.

Since the internal space is compact, then the classical potential (18)

must be augmented by a Casimir energy, which Here will be of the form

(21)

with X1 > 0. (Remember that +*"1 is the radius function of the internal

space.) Now because H >> 1, for sufficiently small values of ^ the

classical part V (if) can he ignored. In this regime, we are dealing with

a pure X<|> theory, and quantum corrections will automatically give a.

Coleman-Weinberg potential

(22)

- 7 - - 8 -



where u 1. ••» . i^ji'^jj iiaViui point- and A is a constant. Adding expressions

(l8) and (22), we have,as an approximation to the full potential, the expression

(23)-i] * A .
J.et us assume a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker space-time

and ignore spatial variations of $

of the field * as [37]

Then we write the equation of motion

(£5)

in which a dot denotes differentiation with respect to comoving time t, the

Hubble parameter is H = a a, and we have introduced the potential U, which

is related to the potential V "by

= <j>3V - 4 V (26)

The existence of tvo distinct potentials, one determining the energy and the

other governing the evolution of the field <t , is a well-known feature

of this kind of theory - see Smolin, the first reference of [23]. (The same

feature occurs in the work of Shafi and Wetterichf36], out there the two

potentials are connected in a different way.)

From expression (23), we deduce that

j*4- <„>
where u. is arbitrary. (If we want to have U($Q) - 0, then condition (29)

belov will imply that u, *v *„.)

For small values of + , the first three terms in expression (27) can

be neglected, and we then have

. (28)

-9-

ot'.: -fcij• •' :.>i:-: '••' i :t •.•••:•• ;;oietitia] as one finds in the reverse-hierarchy

supersynraietric model 5 [l6,7l]- It is claimed [ll4,15il8] that such a potential

can successfully give rise to inflation, provided that local supersymmetry

correction terms are included at large values of $ , in order to generate

& steep well around the minimum [18]. In our model, extra terms of just the

required types are also present, and we shall see that they can act in the

s ame way.

We suppose that the universe passes through a phase when expansion of the

four—dimensional space-time is accompanied by contraction of the internal

evolves from a value to itsspace, whose inverse radius function

final stable value $Q, at which the net cosmological constant V(4>-)

must vanish. We suggest that this cancellation can he Justified in the

path-integral approach [32,33,35] discussed above, and impose the condition

+2

<lA+r*B+." " (29)

with the IJewtonian gravitational constant given by

(30)

(in writing Eq.(29), we hove set y2 =

degeneracy.)
Note that th is l i f t s the

We assume that A << $ , so that V(<|>) Rs. A. Higher-order terms in

R have been ignored, and self-consistency then demands that V(<fi) G „ « ! ,
^•J *s o h eii

which means that AG,,(ifn/<t) < 1. From the constraint (35) tielow, we see
2 - 5

that this inequality is satisfied for values of $ such that (•/<£„) > 10 .
2 2 "~

which does permit t « $„ . Similar considerations allow one to ignore any
i n i t i a l quantum growth of + , which in the free-field approximation should

be ifi2 = (2ir)~2H t [38].) Then, during much of the expansion if «

and Eq.(25) reduces to
£ ,

(31)

This i s Eq.(lO) of [26], and i t admits the solution

(32)

-10-



*for which p = 0, so there really Is slow rolling. Meanwhile, the universe

expands according to the law

(33)

(which is also given in [28]),

This is essentially a power-law expansion, with very high coefficient

n - ( l 6 e r l / 2 = [3(M+1) ( N - 3 ) / 3 2 ] 1 / 2 ~ M//yTo > 13, for N > l<0. Such an

expansion can normally be brought about by matter with energy-density p

and pressure p related by p = (-y-l)p, with y = 2/3n Si 2/K _<_ 5 x 10~ , so

that (p+p)/p << 1. One would naively expect the usual results of

inflationary cosmology to hold in this situation, when appropriate allowance

has been made for the fact "Chat the Hubble parameter H now varies with time.

It has been shown that this is so for n > 10 [39].

Thus, for example, density perturbations created during inflation,

via fluctuations of $ , are expected to have an approximately scale-invariant

spectrum [39]- Their amplitude must satisfy <5p/p £ 3 x 10 at the time

of horizon crossing, in order not to produce too much anisotropy in the dipole

component of the cosmologieal microwave background radiation [7], This in-

equality in turn implies an upper limit A upon the constant A . From

expression (28), we would expect density perturbations of amplitude

ip/p " A G , which would mean that

(31*)

Another upper limit A follows from the requirement [27] that

primordial gravitational waves amplified during inflation do not give rise

to too great an anistoropy in the quadrupole and higher-order components of

the microwave background. For exponential expansion, the dipole component

furnishes the stronger constraint fto], so that A < A , whilst for the

expansion law of the chaotic inflationary universe, the quadrupole-component

constraint appears to be the stronger [41], so that A < A . The situation

regarding the present model is not immediately clear, and this aspect

requires further investigation. The reasoning of [26] leads to the estimate

4xio~ (35)

-11-

if we ta^e -ht ubst rvaLionai constraint on the temperature anisotruuy of the

microwave background (AT/T) < 3 X 10" [Ii2j}whicti does not differ appreciably

f r o m (3k).

-12
Ir. [26], this constraint was translated into the condition X*_3 x 10

on the coupling conslant. Such a small value of X is not admissible in the

present model, because the Casimir parameter is always many orders of magnitude

larger. Wow, however, the potential V(4>) contains the two additional terms

in a and B, both freely adjustable, so that a solution to Eq.(29) can be

found for the given A , such that the constraint [3h) or (25) is not

violated. Because M > 40, these extra terms have a very strong dependence

upon cj> , and by taking aA < 0 and B > 0, we construct a very steep potential

well around the minimum at 4> = 4 , which ought in principle to permit reheating

efficiency. Then, we may estimate the maximum reheating

via the relation

with almost

temperature T
R

(36)

which leads to the result

(37)

Of course, what actually happens will depend upon the precise way in

which other matter fields couple to <t> . The original purpose of Kaluza-Klein

type theories was to create these fields out of the geometry. In the present

model, we have not investigated fais aspect, for which off-diagonal tens in

the metric (8) would have to be included. At least one can say that the

problematic decoupling theorems which afflict the reverse-hierarchy super-

symmetric models [10,15,17] will not cause trouble here. Further work is

needed on this point.

Both in the present paper and in [26], it is supposed that <(. evolves

towards the equilibrium point <(>„ from some small initial value 4^ << 4>Q,

but the motivation is different in the two cases. Here, we imagine that the

internal space is in a state of contraction from some initial radius <(>

which is large relative to the final radius $~ = (8n£) I /v Jt
P

= &

$
. /p P

where 1 = &„ is the Planck radius. Notice, however, that • = 0 is not
p H

a solution to the field equation for <t> in the broken symmetry theory of

gravity [35], unlike in the usual theory, this being traceable to the presence

of the term Uv in Eq.(25). (When if.2 « * 0 , we have Uv % hi..)

-12-



there

This means that an evolution of 4> from <ji << $. to <p may be

regarded as 'chaotic1 in the sense that $ = 0 is not an equilibrium position,

and this was our point of view in [26], In his original works on the subject,

Linde [19] considered a chaotic evolution of the scalar field starting from

some initial if > $^, and so the picture is not quite the same. This idea is

based upon his observation [1t,19] that above some critical temperature T* ,

is insufficient time for the field 4, to reach its equilibrium state,

so that the notion of high-temperature symmetry-restoration becomes inoperative.

For the broken symmetry theory of gravity, however, the symmetry is not restored

at any finite temperature, even if thermal equilibrium is a meaningful

concept [37]. This is a further consequence of the replacement of the

potential V by the potential U in the equation of motion (25).

We have seen that the self-consistency condition V(A) G2xr 1 is

satisfied for all 0 in the range 3 x 10 _<, $/$Q < 1 , which enabled us to

analyse a model starting from $ ~ 0 . On the other hand, if we examine

values of if J> <|>0, then we find that the potential very rapidly becomes

~ Bifi « B+ , and ve aredominated by the term in B, so that V(ij) ~

restricted to values of $ such that < 1 + 5, with 6 « I. For

larger values of if , the analyses[36] will be relevant.
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